###### What\'s new?

We report quantitative estimation of cell-type distributions in rabbit heart, based on data integration from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and serial histology of the whole heart.We quantify gross anatomical differences and changes in tissue volume that occur between MRI and histology, due to effects of histological processing.

Introduction {#s1}
============

The heart has a complex three-dimensional (3D) structure. Cardiac function at the whole-organ level arises from, and requires, the concerted interplay of intrinsic structure--function gradients at all levels from sub-cellular to whole organ.^[@EUU234C1]^ Any change in this well-orchestrated heterogeneity---whether an increase or, indeed, a reduction---may result in detrimental effects on cardiac function.^[@EUU234C2]^

Cardiac muscle is composed of multiple cell types, dominated in volume by cardiomyocytes, but in numbers, even in the healthy heart, by fibroblasts.^[@EUU234C3],[@EUU234C4]^ While much is known about the cellular basis of cardiac electrical activity and the mechanics of cardiac muscle contraction, relating these properties to the pattern of electrical activation and regional mechanics in the whole heart is far from straightforward in view of the heart\'s complex anatomy and histo-architecture. This task can be aided by computational models, which allow the integration of complex information on organ structure and function.^[@EUU234C5]--[@EUU234C10]^

Early attempts at computational modelling of excitable tissues date back to the 1940s, targeting neural networks,^[@EUU234C11]^ which represents work that subsequently gave rise to both biological and artificial intelligence/machine learning tools. Biophysically detailed modelling was introduced in the 1950s, initially to advance the understanding of bioelectric phenomena in neurons.^[@EUU234C12]^ In the 1960s, the first biophysically based models of cardiac cell activity were proposed by Noble.^[@EUU234C13]^ This was soon followed by computational models for studying bioelectrical activity at the tissue level.^[@EUU234C14]--[@EUU234C16]^ State-of-the-art electrophysiology models now form a well-established area of research and development,^[@EUU234C17],[@EUU234C18]^ and coupled electromechanical models are also progressing quickly, even though they may not yet have reached quite the same relative degree of maturity and/or accessibility as those focused on electrophysiology alone.^[@EUU234C19]--[@EUU234C22]^ For a recent review of computational modelling of the heart, see Trayanova.^[@EUU234C23]^

Continuous improvements of experimental techniques provide researchers with increasingly detailed insight into excitable cell and tissue activity. Similarly, with the rapid development of computer technologies, implementation of 3D computational models of the heart has become more straightforward, incorporating information that allows elucidation of fundamental, and increasingly causal, relationships of biological parameters at various spatial and temporal scales. Computational models allow for the integration of data through which observed phenomena may be assessed, interpreted, and put into context, and to generate hypotheses that can be tested by targeted experimental validation. Ideally, therefore, computational models and experimental research are conducted in close iteration.^[@EUU234C24],[@EUU234C25]^

Geometrically simple tissue models continue to play important roles in the toolbox of biocomputational analysis.^[@EUU234C26]^ Such models may make it easier to identify mechanisms underlying complex responses that would be difficult to spot in high-dimensional simulations. For example, the mechanisms presumed to underlie mechanical induction of reentrant excitation in the heart can be seen plainly in 2D simulations,^[@EUU234C27]^ while their confirmation in anatomically structured 3D simulations allows one to assess their plausibility in the presence of important histo-anatomical features of the heart,^[@EUU234C28]^ which can guide subsequent experimental designs.^[@EUU234C29]^ In terms of clinical utility, patient-specific structure--function models pose an additional challenge. Heterogeneities in structure and function of individual patients contribute to cardiac behaviour in ways that cannot be predicted easily with generic models, and it is often difficult to obtain non-invasively the relevant structural and functional information needed to tailor models.^[@EUU234C30],[@EUU234C31]^ In spite of these difficulties, patient-specific modelling has made significant strides in the very recent past,^[@EUU234C10],[@EUU234C32]^ and it is expected to guide clinical decision making in areas such as planning of ablation sites, or resynchronization therapy electrode placement, in the immediate future.

Current state-of-the-art models of the heart largely utilize stylized representations of cardiac anatomy, where finer structural details, such as cell orientation, cell-type distribution, and sheet information, are partially ignored. Recent modelling studies have shown that small structures such as the coronary vasculature, papillary muscles, trabeculations, valves, and extracellular clefts can affect activation and repolarization sequences, and conduction behaviour.^[@EUU234C33]^ For instance, fine-scale structures, such as blood vessels, may act as obstacles that could contribute to fractionation of the electrical activation wavefront as it splits into paths of different lengths.^[@EUU234C34]^ In addition, trabeculae may provide conduction shortcuts that accelerate propagation, compared with simplified models, and together with papillary muscles they can form virtual electrodes that protect the endocardium from becoming strongly polarized after external electrical shock application.^[@EUU234C35]^ Other virtual electrodes are formed at vessels and interstitial cleft spaces, increasing intra-myocardial heterogeneity of voltage distribution.^[@EUU234C35],[@EUU234C36]^ Thus, fine-scale structural heterogeneities may have significant impact upon basic cardiac function and arrhythmia mechanisms, even though these effects may not always be overtly visible in whole tissue,^[@EUU234C33]^ and they are one of the target areas for development and application of the next generation of cardiac models. Histo-anatomical modelling relies heavily on information gleaned from advanced 3D imaging techniques.

Such 3D imaging modalities include magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomography (CT), which can produce detailed whole-organ anatomical representations, although usually without cell-type discrimination. In the experimental setting, MRI and CT resolution have been pushed into the 10^−5^ m domain,^[@EUU234C37],[@EUU234C38]^ but even that is not enough to provide cellular identification in the mammalian heart. Histological techniques, in contrast, combine high resolution (≤10^−6^ m in-plane, usually 10^−5^ m inter-slice) with positive cell-type discrimination, but they are innately based on a tissue-destructive approach. Histological 3D datasets are formed by collection of individual 2D slice images, each of which contains non-rigid deformations (compared both to the pre-cutting state, and to its nearest neighbouring slices), which makes organ reconstruction challenging. The combination of MRI microscopy with histological follow-up of partial organ volumes has been used to develop structure--function models of the heart for several species including mice,^[@EUU234C39],[@EUU234C40]^ rabbit,^[@EUU234C41]^ pig,^[@EUU234C42],[@EUU234C43]^ and human.^[@EUU234C44],[@EUU234C45]^

In this study, we present a comparative analysis of 3D tissue data from *ex vivo* MRI and whole-heart histological imaging, including quantification of tissue alterations that are introduced by histological processing, as well as of tissue composition.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Wet-lab techniques {#s2a}
------------------

All investigations reported in this manuscript conformed to the UK Home Office guidance on the Operation of Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act of 1986; the sample presented formed part of a larger study.^[@EUU234C46],[@EUU234C47]^ For MRI and histological imaging, hearts were isolated from female New Zealand White rabbits (∼1.2 kg) after induction of terminal anaesthesia (100 mg/kg sodium pentobarbitone; Rhône Mérieux), and swiftly connected via the aorta to a constant flow (12--15 mL/min) Langendorff perfusion system. An incision in the pulmonary artery was made to avoid fluid build-up in the right ventricle (RV). Initial perfusion (2 min) with normal Tyrode-style solution (NT) containing heparin (5 IU/mL) was conducted to wash the tissue before exposure to any intervention (for details see Plank *et al*.^[@EUU234C46]^). Hearts were fixed with minimal delay during cardioplegic arrest (induced using high potassium Tyrode solution). Tissue fixation was by coronary perfusion with 50 mL of the fast-acting Karnovsky\'s fixative (2% formaldehyde, 2.5% glutaraldehyde mix)^[@EUU234C48]^ containing 2 mM gadodiamide contrast agent (Omniscan 0.5 mmol/mL; Nycomed Imaging AS). Hearts were stored overnight at 4°C in the fixative containing gadodiamide. After 24 h, hearts were rinsed in cacodylate buffer and embedded bubble-free in 1% low-melting agarose (Cambrex, Nusieve GTG agarose), containing 2 mM gadodiamide. Subsequent to MRI scans, histological follow-up including dehydration in alcohol, xylene treatment, and wax infiltration, was performed (for details on histological methods, see Burton *et al*.^[@EUU234C47]^).

Magnetic resonance imaging {#s2b}
--------------------------

High-resolution MRI data were obtained on an 11.7 T MRI scanner, using the 3D gradient echo imaging technique described by Schneider *et al*.^[@EUU234C37]^ Image reconstruction included zero-filling in the *k*-space to reduce the voxel size. The *ex vivo* rabbit dataset voxel size was 26.4 µm × 26.4 µm in-plane, and 24.4 µm inter-plane, the number of voxels was 1024 × 1024 × 2048 (in the *X*-, *Y*-, and *Z*-axes, respectively), resulting in a data file size of 4 GB. The image was cropped to a region of interest of 925 × 848 × 1359 voxels, containing the whole heart, and down-sampled (using a Gaussian low-pass filter and cubic B-spline interpolation) to produce a 231 × 212 × 340 voxel image (voxel size 105.6 µm × 105.6 µm × 97.5 µm; voxel volume of 1.1 × 10^6^ µm^3^. The down-sampled image was used as it is much faster to process, and was considered by visual inspection to preserve sufficient anatomical details for volume assessments. A visualization of three orthogonal planes of the down-sampled MRI is shown in *Figure [1](#EUU234F1){ref-type="fig"}A*--*C*. Figure 1MRI-based tissue segmentation. (*A*--*C*) Down-sampled MRI image in three orthogonal planes. (*D*, *E*) Corresponding boundary surface segmentations for anatomical volume determination. (*F*, *G*) Detailed tissue segmentations to separate tissue from non-tissue (including clefts, interstitial spaces, blood vessels) for morphological volume calculation. (*H*) 3D iso-surface visualization of bounding surface segmentation obtained from MRI. LV, left ventricle; RV, right ventricle; LA, left atrium; RA, right atrium; Ao, aorta.

Serial sectioning {#s2c}
-----------------

Whole hearts were serially sectioned (at 10 µm thickness) using a Leica SM2400 heavy duty sledge-type microtome. The tissue was allowed to relax in a water bath (Leica Microsystems, HI 1210) at 39°C for 2--15 min, depending on the size of the tissue section, and then carefully (aiming for minimal distortion and avoidance of tissue folds) mounted to positively charged slides (SuperFrost, VWR). Slides were air-dried in a laminar airflow hood (overnight), followed by de-waxing and trichrome staining using an automated stainer (Leica AutoStainer XL, ST50-10). Trichrome stain allows one to identify collagen (bluish green), myocytes (pink), cytoplasm (orange, highlighting non-myocytes), and nuclei (blue-black). The stained and mounted sections were imaged at high resolution with Leica Application Suite, operating the LAS Power Mosaic Module, integrated with an automated Leica DM4000B light microscope and a Märzhäuser inverted microscope scanning stage (see methods in Plank *et al*.^[@EUU234C46]^). Sample images are shown in *Figure [2](#EUU234F2){ref-type="fig"}A*--*C*. Figure 2Histology-based tissue segmentation. (*A*--*C*) Histology slices \#460 containing the RV cavity), \#925 containing LV cavity and part of the septum, and \#1387 through the LV cavity (out of 1850 sections in the whole-heart histology stack). (*D*, *F*) Corresponding tissue segmentation. Note that the black marker lines at the top left corner in (*A*--*C*) have been masked out in the segmentation. (*G*, *H*) Volumes measured in slices with valid segmentations (blue curve), and after interpolation to correct for missing sections (red curve). (*G*) Bounding contour segmentation yielding anatomical volume. (*H*) Tissue content segmentation yielding morphological volume. LV, left ventricle; RV, right ventricle; LA, left atrium; RA, right atrium.

Each pixel represented an area of 1.1 µm × 1.1 µm. Taking into account the section thickness (10 µm), each pixel in the histology dataset represented a volume of 12.1 µm^3^. The size of the histology dataset (1853 slices; up to 38 000 × 17 500 pixels per slice; maximum file size per single slice ∼2 GB; 1.6 TB of data for the whole heart) created a computational challenge. As histology images have a higher resolution than necessary for tissue volume quantification, each slice was down-sampled by a factor of 8 in the *X*- and *Y*-directions, which facilitated further image processing. The resulting slices have a pixel size of 8.8 µm × 8.8 µm × 10 µm, representing a voxel volume of 774.4 µm^3^.

Processing of magnetic resonance imaging scans {#s2d}
----------------------------------------------

The bounding surface segmentation of the heart was obtained by computing a local convex hull of the tissue segmentation using an alpha shape^[@EUU234C49]^ with radius of 969 µm (∼10 voxels). Each voxel was then labelled as internal or external to the local convex hull; the result is illustrated in *Figure [1](#EUU234F1){ref-type="fig"}D* and *E*. The 'anatomical tissue volume' was calculated as the content of this bounding surface.

Myocardial tissue in the MRI volume was segmented using an adaptive method to account for spatial intensity inhomogeneities, with the bias field being the foremost contributor. First, the image was split into 10 × 12 × 17 voxel blocks extended by 30 × 32 × 22 voxels on each side to overlap with neighbouring blocks. This large overlap ensured a smooth transition in the estimated typical background/foreground intensities between adjacent blocks, and the extended block size was large enough to contain a significant number of background voxels, whether tissue voxels were also present or not. Intensity histograms were estimated, and iteratively smoothed with an approximating cubic spline until the histogram presented only one or two peaks. The two cases correspond to a block with only background voxels (one histogram peak), or background and tissue voxels (two histogram peaks). The typical intensity value for tissue (foreground, darker) and background voxels was computed as the mode of the peaks. The typical background and foreground intensity values of each block were then fed as input parameters to a classification algorithm using Markov Random Fields \[as implemented in the ITK library (Insight Toolkit itk::MRFImageFilter: <http://www.itk.org/Doxygen/html/classitk_1_1MRFImageFilter.html>)\], which classified each voxel as either background or tissue (see *Figure [1](#EUU234F1){ref-type="fig"}F* and G). The 'morphological tissue volume' was computed by multiplying the number of tissue-containing voxels by voxel volume.

Processing of histology slice stacks {#s2e}
------------------------------------

To compare to the MRI-based anatomical volume, bounding contour segmentations for histology were computed with morphological operators in the following way. Tissue segmentations were dilated with a disc element with a radius of 10 pixels, holes in the segmentation were filled with a flood-fill operation, and the result eroded with the same disc element. Although this approach fails in part of the cases (9.6% of slices) to fill-up the ventricular or atrial cavities (e.g. if the myocardium has tears, particularly large cleavage planes, and/or is very thin as in parts of the RV), defective slice segmentations can be visually identified with ease and removed.

Tissue segmentation was performed on the full-resolution version of each slice by converting the red-green-blue (RGB) image to greyscale, followed by thresholding. Pixels with intensity \<0.9 × *I*~max~, where *I*~max~ is the maximum intensity in the slice, were labelled as tissue. The results were revised and easily correctable segmentation artefacts (such as smudges or black marker lines to identify the top left corner of each slide) were manually removed. 12.3% of the slides had complicating artefacts (such as bubbles, tears, folds, or missing tissue fragments) that required removal from the analysed stack. The results are illustrated in *Figure [2](#EUU234F2){ref-type="fig"}D*--*F*.

Morphological tissue volume was computed in each slide by multiplying the number of tissue-labelled voxels by the voxel volume. For this, we assumed that (i) in-plane non-rigid tissue deformation during slice sectioning affects tissue shape locally, but not its overall area on the slide; and (ii) that tissue shrinkage in the *z*-axis occurred prior to sectioning, so that tissue thickness of stained sections is equal to the microtome slicing thickness.

Missing volume values for tissue sections that were removed due to invalid segmentations, as well as for those lost in histological processing (total number of slices analysed: 1653; total number of slices with missing information: 197), were interpolated by averaging the values of the nearest available neighbouring slices. Volume values, interpolated for all invalid slices, were then smoothed with an approximating cubic B-spline (smoothing constant 1.25 × 10^−3^), both for bounding contour (anatomical) and tissue (morphological) segmentations, as displayed in *Figure [2](#EUU234F2){ref-type="fig"}G* and *H*, respectively. Total volumes were computed as the sum of all interpolated and smoothed slice volumes.

Colour classification in the RGB space was used to generate segmentation masks corresponding to three tissue categories: myocytes (red), connective tissue (blue-green), and undefined. The amount of tissue in each of these classes was then quantified. The process is illustrated on a sample slice in *Figure [3](#EUU234F3){ref-type="fig"}*. Figure 3Histology-based cell-type segmentation. (*A*) Trichrome-stained rabbit heart section \#925, containing. Ao, aorta; LV, left ventricle; MV, mitral valve; scale bar 3.5 mm. Rectangles i, ii, and iii correspond to locations of tissue type segmentation in panel (*D*). (*B*, *C*) Two sample histology images that are shown as trichrome-stained sections (*B*-i and *C*-i); after myocyte segmentation (*B*-ii, *C*-ii), and after connective tissue segmentation (*B*-iii, *C*-iii). (*D*) Enlarged aspects of the trichrome-stained section in panel (*A*). Image area dominated by myocytes (*D*-i), connective tissue (*D*-ii), or cells that are 'undefined' by the algorithm (*D*-iii). Arrows point to location of sample pixels analysed. (*E*) Summary data showing the ratio of myocyte: connective tissue pixels in the entire stack of slices, ordered in the same sequence as in *Figure [2](#EUU234F2){ref-type="fig"}G* and *H* (red: myocyte pixels, blue: connective tissue pixels). White lines: missing sections in the histology stack.

*Figure [3](#EUU234F3){ref-type="fig"}A* shows a tissue slice, and *Figure [3](#EUU234F3){ref-type="fig"}D* illustrates examples of the different distributions of the various colour-coded cell types. Differences in colour are visually apparent and reflected in the numerical values shown for sample pixels.

For colour separation, the relative magnitudes of the colour channels R, G, and B were used. Pixels where the intensities of the red channel were clearly higher than those of blue and green were assigned to the myocyte class (*Figure [3](#EUU234F3){ref-type="fig"}D*-i). The following condition was used:$$(R > \alpha B)\;\text{AND}\,(R > \beta B)$$ Values for *α* and *β* (*α* = *β* = 1.2) were determined empirically using validation by an expert histologist. In a similar fashion, pixels with blue and green intensities clearly larger than that of the red channel were assigned to the connective tissue group (refer to *Figure [3](#EUU234F3){ref-type="fig"}D*-ii), using the following formula:$$(B > \gamma R)\;\text{AND}\,(G > \delta R)$$ with *γ* = *δ* = 1.2, also established empirically.

Pixels that did not meet any of the two conditions could not be unequivocally assigned by the automated procedure to one of the two tissue types, and were thus labelled as 'undefined' (*Figure [3](#EUU234F3){ref-type="fig"}D*-iii).

Results {#s3}
=======

Magnetic resonance imaging {#s3a}
--------------------------

The contrast between heart tissue and agar was sufficient for effective differentiation between tissue and non-tissue, using the process described in the Processing of magnetic resonance imaging scans section, as illustrated in *Figure [1](#EUU234F1){ref-type="fig"}*.

### Anatomical volume (magnetic resonance imaging) {#s3a1}

The anatomical volume, i.e. the region contained inside the bounding epicardial surface, was 7.8 cm^3^ for the MRI dataset. A 3D reconstruction of the surface is shown in *Figure [1](#EUU234F1){ref-type="fig"}H*.

### Morphological volume (magnetic resonance imaging) {#s3a2}

The volume of voxels classified as containing tissue in the MRI scan was 4.5 cm^3^. This represents a 'fill factor' of 57.7% of the anatomical volume inside the bounding surface, and most of this difference is attributable to the volumes contained in the cardiac cavities.

Histology {#s3b}
---------

*Figure [3](#EUU234F3){ref-type="fig"}B*-i and *C*-i show two sample sections after trichrome staining. *Figure [3](#EUU234F3){ref-type="fig"}B*-ii and *C*-ii are the corresponding segmented monochrome representations for myocytes, and *Figure [3](#EUU234F3){ref-type="fig"}B*-iii and *C*-iii are the corresponding monochrome images for connective tissue, generated by our segmentation approach.

The results of the segmentation described in the Processing of histology slice stacks section, corrected for missing tissue slices, were used to calculate the total volume of the histologically processed myocardium, as well as sub-volumes occupied by myocytes or connective tissue.

The ratio of myocyte pixels (61.6% of total) to connective tissue pixels (9.8% of total) for each tissue slice, represented as a percentage, is shown in *Figure [3](#EUU234F3){ref-type="fig"}E*. Note that this gives a rough indication of relative cell-type volumes, but not cell numbers, as myocytes are significantly larger than non-muscle cells in the heart, and as section sizes and their tissue fill-factor differs (*Figure [2](#EUU234F2){ref-type="fig"}G* and *H*). The ratio of pixels classified as either myocytes or connective tissue (71.4%), compared with pixels with undefined tissue content (28.6%), was ∼2.5 : 1, suggesting that there is a significant margin for error in the processing approach we used for digitized images from histological sections.

### Anatomical volume (Histology) {#s3b1}

The volumes inside the bounding contours outlined on each of the histology slices were added up resulting in a total anatomical volume of 4.9 cm^3^. The volumes included in the bounding contours for each slice are represented in *Figure [2](#EUU234F2){ref-type="fig"}G*.

### Morphological volume (Histology) {#s3b2}

The tissue volume in the histology stack, calculated from voxels in all three groups (myocytes, non-myocytes, undefined; *Figure [3](#EUU234F3){ref-type="fig"}D*) was 2.3 cm^3^, filling 47% of the volume inside the bounding contour. Tissue volumes for each slice are represented in *Figure [2](#EUU234F2){ref-type="fig"}H*. As the heart was sectioned in a plane that was near-parallel to the septum, it is unsurprising that the fill factor (morphological volume of each slice divided by the volume inside its outer contour, i.e. '*Figure [2](#EUU234F2){ref-type="fig"}H* divided by *Figure [2](#EUU234F2){ref-type="fig"}G*') was largest in the RV free-wall, septum, and left ventricle (LV) free-wall containing regions (roughly \#1--\#200, \#700--\#900, and \#1500--\#1850; respectively), while it plateaued at relatively low (RV) or medium (LV) levels in sections containing ventricular cavities (roughly \#200--\#700, \#900--\#1500; respectively).

Comparison of magnetic resonance imaging and histology data {#s3c}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The volumes, established by histology, were considerably smaller than those of the MRI data from the same heart. The anatomical (bounding surface) volumes were 7.8 and 4.9 cm^3^ for MRI and histology, respectively. This corresponds to gross organ shrinkage by 37.2% from fixed tissue studied in MRI, to dehydrated/wax embedded/cut tissue in the histology data. Removing intra-cavity volumes, and taking into account further morphological changes (such as enlargement of interstitial cleft spaces), the morphological volumes actually occupied by tissue were 4.5 and 2.3 cm^3^ for MRI and histology, respectively, representing shrinkage by 48.9%.

The whole-heart 'fill factor' of morphological tissue volume inside the epicardial surface (i.e. inside the anatomical volume), was smaller for histology slices (47.0%), compared with MRI data (57.7%), reconfirming the presence of intra-myocardial shrinkage effects.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Previous studies have demonstrated that myocytes occupy the majority of cardiac tissue volume, while fibroblasts dominate in terms of cell numbers. Relative cell content, distribution, and inter-cellular mechanical and electrical coupling change during development, and in physiological or pathological remodelling of the myocardium.^[@EUU234C50]--[@EUU234C52]^ The roles of cardiac fibroblasts, in particular, have seen a tremendous increase in experimental, computational, and conceptual research.^[@EUU234C53]--[@EUU234C56]^ This makes the identification and quantification of individual cell types in the heart an important target for fundamental study and clinical application. Here, we describe our methodology, from sample preparation to image acquisition and image analysis, and present the results of our analysis on a sample rabbit heart. Our approach allows one to compare gross anatomical volumes of a heart (based on MRI and histology datasets; Appendix *Figure 1*), to morphologically characterize the organ fraction occupied by tissue, and to discriminate between cell types within the tissue.

Various factors affect the accuracy of histological data gathering, including the consistency of the staining protocol (here automated, with regular changes in stains, supporting relatively well-sustained quality), the thickness of the sections (here 10 µm), and the preservation, mounting, and analysis of consecutive sections (here including 89% of the entire organ). There is a possibility that tissue processing affects the relative size of various cell populations differentially, which is something we could not control for in the present study. We observe a ratio of 6 : 1 in terms of volume occupied by myocytes relative to non-myocytes. However, this is in the presence of a significant proportion of histology voxels that could not be attributed to either of the two cell populations, raising the level of uncertainty (the ratio of myocytes: non-specified: non-myocytes is 6 : 3 : 1).

Nonetheless, the above data provides an indication of relative volume fractions, as the trichrome method employed allows for distinction between 'red' myocytes and 'green' connective tissue areas. This is not indicative of cell numbers, though. The nuclei of the different cell types are also stained by the trichrome method, and could be taken into account, using more powerful analysis methods that remain to be developed, to refine and complete the measurements with a more accurate identification of cell types (i.e. nuclei inside collagen-stained areas), and corresponding cell-specific nuclei counts (a task that is not made easier by the presence of multi-nucleated myocytes).^[@EUU234C57]^ During paraffin embedding, the content of fat cells is depleted, leaving only their outer membranes intact. Structurally, they can often be identified by large void spaces surrounded by membrane with a thin nucleus near the membrane (Appendix *Figure 2*). Sub-epicardial adipose tissue in the heart may constitute up to 50% of cardiac weight in excessive adiposis.^[@EUU234C58]^ Although visual inspection did not reveal anywhere near these levels of fat cell presence in the young rabbit heart studied, an effect on histological tissue identification cannot be excluded. Our current protocol does not account for the volume occupied by fat cells in the whole-heart histology, as it treats voids as 'no tissue'. This may have contributed to an overestimation of tissue shrinkage in the histology data, as well as to the fraction of the 'unidentified' tissue.

Among the problems in relating MRI and histology samples are tissue deformation and shrinkage. Following the MRI scan, the heart underwent a dehydration process to allow introduction of wax, then sectioning, relaxation on a water bath, mounting, de-waxing/rehydration (although this term is misleading, as re-exposure of tissue sections to H~2~O does not recover pre-processing cell dimensions), staining, and once again dehydration and cover slipping. As a result of this histological processing pipeline, multiple rigid and non-rigid deformations are introduced at various stages, and a 'true' match between MRI and histology data is therefore not possible.

We used two different volume indicators to compare MRI and histology datasets. The anatomical volume was defined as the region contained within the 'epicardial' boundary outline. This was 7.8 cm^3^ for MRI and 4.9 cm^3^ for histology. While dominated by cardiac tissue, this measure includes also the intra-cardiac chamber volumes, as well as the a-cellular space in the tissue, such as inside blood vessels. The actual volume occupied by tissue, called morphological volume, was identified by voxel-wise segmentation and measured 4.5 cm^3^ for MRI, and 2.3 cm^3^ for histology.

The comparatively larger reduction in morphological volumes in histology (compared with MRI) is presumably caused---in addition to the shrinkage mechanisms mentioned in the context of anatomical volume reduction---by an enlargement of interstitial spaces/inter-laminar clefts in the histology samples, chiefly as a result of dehydration. The enlargement of cleavage planes after histological processing is illustrated in Appendix *Figure 1A*/*A*1'.

An additional contributor to volume differences could be the inherently lower resolution of MRI source data (i.e. ∼25 µm isotropic voxel dimensions, compared with 1.1 µm × 1.1 µm × 10 µm in histology). Although the MRI segmentation algorithm treats interstitial spaces, clefts, and blood vessel lumens as non-tissue, the difference in resolution is likely to give rise to an under-detection of these areas: as interstitial clefts often are below MRI but within histology resolution (further helped, of course, by the fact that those clefts are widened by histological processing), they may fail to be detected in MRI and thus be counted as part of tissue in the MRI data. On the other hand, MRI might fail to detect small strands of tissue, which would then result in a reduction of detected volume, but this is likely to occur only in thinly trabeculated parts of the endocardium and, hence, will have less of an effect on overall morphological volume identification.

Study limitations {#s5}
=================

This study reconfirms the presence of tissue shrinkage, caused by histological processing. The observed 37.2% reduction in the anatomical volume inside the epicardial surface is in line with gross histological shrinkage reported in the literature (between 30 and 40% post-histological processing).^[@EUU234C59]^

Our comparison of tissue volumes is based on tissue that had been fixed prior to imaging (including MRI). Chemical fixation may have altered tissue volume, compared with the live organ, as the standard Karnovsky\'s fixative is very strongly hyperosmotic (10^3^ mM). An isotonic glutaraldehyde/cacodylate formulation may be better at preserving overall tissue architecture, though in exchange for weaker fixation. Further work is required to assess shrinkage and distortion caused by different osmolality fixatives. In addition, MRI studies would ideally be performed first on live (i.e. Langendorff-perfused) hearts, before higher-resolution scans are repeated on the fixed sample.^[@EUU234C60]^

Morphological volume reduction, based on pixel-wise analysis, is even more pronounced. The observed 48.9% of shrinkage between MRI and histology exceeds expected cell reduction. This may, in addition to the above-mentioned causes, be a consequence of resolution differences, and of a failure to appropriately identify pixels representing the cytosol of fat cells.

The presence of undefined pixels may be attributed to partial volume effects: with a slice thickness of 10 µm, pixels may be occupied partially by overlapping, in the *z*-direction, heterotypic cells. The majority of heart mass is composed of cardiac myocytes, but significant numbers of other cell types are present, including endothelial cells, fibroblasts, and leucocytes. These non-myocytes are all smaller than cardiac muscle cells, which may bias them for an increased relative contribution to 'unclassified' pixels, even though the analysis was conducted on the full-resolution data with voxel volumes in the order of 10^1^ µm^3^ (for comparison, a myocyte occupies ≥10^4^ µm^3^, while fibroblasts---even though they form thin sheets that extend over many pixels---have a volume in a pixel-like ball-park). Future studies, using stains specific for some of these other cell types, may help to better understand the presently 'undefined tissue' volume.

Finally, staining inconsistencies resulting in colour variations (such as apparent in the images selected for Appendix *Figure 1*), may also contribute to undefined pixels. The values of *α*, *β*, *γ*, and *δ* in the segmentation equations were chosen conservatively, aiming at minimizing the number of misclassified pixels, rather than unclassified ones. Choosing smaller values would reduce the number of undefined pixels, but carry an elevated risk of inaccurate cell-type attribution (i.e. false-positives).

Conclusions {#s6}
===========

The methods and tools used for quantitative analysis reconfirm that cell-type information can be successfully extracted from high-resolution, 3D histology datasets, up to reconstruction of an entire organ such as the rabbit heart, with voxel sizes well below the volume of individual muscle cells. We show that the assessment of tissue volumes using histology techniques is not unproblematic either. In combination with MRI, it may be possible to develop a suitable approach to extracting and correcting volume information, but currently this is limited by restrictions in resolution (hindering segmentation of clefts, interstitial spaces, and small blood vessels) and cell-type identification (relevant for tissue remodelling, in particular if diffuse rather than focal) in MRI data. Combining MRI technology, which preserves histo-anatomical features but provides less microanatomical details, with whole-heart histology allows one to achieve organ representations that have high fidelity, including cell-type identification. The methods presented here can be used for a range of investigations focusing on estimation of cell-types, and their distribution in control conditions (e.g. atria vs. ventricles, left vs. right, base vs. apex) and disease (e.g. diffuse fibrosis, post-ablation or post-infarction scars, surgical lesions). Our approach will be improved by aligning MRI and 3D histological datasets to obtain a detailed geometrically correct anatomical description of the heart,^[@EUU234C61]^ using block-face imaging as an intermediate 3D reference volume during the process of histological slice preparation.^[@EUU234C62]^ We observed a number of previously underestimated problems with extraction of histology-based information, in particular, related to the large extent of microscopically apparent tissue shrinkage, which can be countered by addition of live-tissue MRI prior to the implementation of this pipeline.
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